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I am so glad for the opportunity to share our experience with both College Works Paint
and Josh
Jacobs. It has been fantastic to have such great service and to see our home look so
beautiful.
June 19, 2008
I am so glad for the opportunity to share our experience with both College Works Paint
and Josh
Jacobs. It has been fantastic to have such great service and to see our home look so
beautiful.
Several months ago Josh came to our door – introduced himself and the company he
represented. He
was courteous, friendly, and very knowledgeable. I was very interested but my husband
was more
concerned with those pesky things like food and shelter and thought painting our home
was purely
cosmetic and not a priority. So when josh called and I told him not at this time he
expressed his concern
that we should really think about it because it wasn’t just cosmetic. Our home was in real
need of repair
as well which in the preparation for the paint job is something they provided. I listened to
his advice and
the next time he came by to check on us we were ready.
Josh was extremely helpful and patient while we tried color after color after color. He gave
us his very
valuable opinions which kept us from making a horrible choice. We couldn’t have been
more thrilled
with the outcome!
He brought by his District Manager, Sean Nachtigal, which gave us a great confident
feeling that the
company works as a team. Josh always was here when he said he would be and the
team he hired couldn’t
have been nicer. They worked so hard and consistently. I also want to point out that it
was the hottest
week of the summer so far and they kept at it. They finished when they said they would
and followed up
on every detail. They made me feel that may opinion counted and they were very
respectful and attentive to
all details.
I think you can tell how pleased we are with Josh and College Works Painting. I have
recommended
them already to several friends and will continue to do so.
The last thing I want to mention is how much we miss them this week now that they are
finished. Our
youngest daughter got very attached and would talk to them while they worked. They
were all so nice to
her and she wishes we had more houses to paint.
If you are looking for a home to paint and are talking with Josh right now-then look no
further. He

will do a great job for your home as well.
Sincerely,
Cari Ham
803 Pino Way
Paso Robles, CA
93446

